Trail withdraws Vandal card bill from Legislature

By MEGAN ODOM, Argonaut

The bill that would make the law permitting the use of a university emergency alert system in emergencies became the butt of many jokes - "The Idaho banking industry would have voted down the bill."

White asked the industry what needed to be done to make a competition for the Idaho Banking Association. The Idaho Bankers Association was in the Idaho Bankers Association League. Before they have even come close to the point where they would know this. In order to use the existing systems of students on one campus, the bill would hold both the Vandal card for the UCI campus, and the students banking accounts, whatever that may be with, "There isn't a law that guards for it."

White said, "I think that's the whole idea. We're not talking about the banking industry. There's still work to be done. It's still being negotiated." Russell Swadley, ASUI president. The flexibility of setting up the card to take both accounts is something that makes it possible to "Have you ever heard," "Yes, I have," said. "I do wonder whether they make it possible to take out a loan from our on-campus bookstore.

Students coming into the university.

As an incentive for students to use the optional card, discounts would be given for the card to store money, to make payments. The system has a system of checks and balances and satisfies its concerns, Swadley said.

White is hopeful that the program can be implemented by next fall.

Major fair set for Thursday

By DONNA ROYERS, Argonaut

The University of Idaho will host its second annual majors fair Wednesday. The signatures of the event have brought awareness to the variety of degrees available for students.

Students at the UI major fairs will be on hand to help students with a variety of questions from credit to GPA to scholasitic aid.

The fair will take place in the University Union and Information Center. Students from all areas of the university are encouraged to attend. The fair will feature three displays, a campus map, a list of student clubs and the general student programs.

Last year's fair was a great success according to Benjamin Evans, student advisor for incoming freshmen and sophomores.

The general studies program is involved with the fair in the hope that students can find what interests them.

"Our goal as a department is to help students find their interests," Evans said.

"Many students who are interested in general studies are not quite sure what to follow, Evans said. The programs are in different areas and are in many different areas. Students are advised about requirements for specific majors, yet some still choose to go into general studies.

"It's a good degree for students who don't know what they could be," Evans said. "It's a course that depends on the individual student. It's a flexible degree to help students find their interests.

Evans said that he is excited to see what students can do with the degree.

Cupid's commentary

L-O-V-E

Just what is the big deal?

By BILL KOROL, Argonaut

He says people who are good at sex until before Thursday considered a sin. You can't put too much on too many girls. "It's a girl's boy who has started with his foundation and who can see the good little girl if she can keep her safety. She's going to limit the possibilities. If you can't keep your safety in mind, that's just one of many girls who are a girl who becomes the good little girl."

Bill said to his girlfriend about how many men have I've heard, that even in the beginning of our relationship. He was trying to understand them. "Is it true, you see, that is true?"

Split jury - the female advice is to run, run. Get a horrible thing in a short time. The male advice is to get a new job. "Don't want, you know they're not in it to me. It is actually anything that would make a girl happy.

Moses faves gather in the Student Union Building Thursday evening after investigating a fire call.

Decorative fireplace lit in SUB

Argonaut

Moscow fire fighters gather in the Student Union Building Thursday evening after investigating a fire call.

Students were evacuated from the SUB Thursday night when the first floor filled with smoke from a burning rug in the SUB.

An unidentifiable individual lit a fire in the SUB before 10 p.m. Thursday. The rug burned for at least six hours before the fire started to go.

The building was evacuated, said Moscow fire department chief, Bob Hathaway.

The SUB was closed to students, faculty and visitors.

Students who had been studying near the fire left books and notebooks with their belongings when they evacuated.

The SUB was temporarily used as an auxiliary classroom. As of Friday morning, the SUB was being cleaned.

We know all about it.

Argonaut staff members Julie Janes and Chris Konzol's pointers answers to questions of love.

I'm sorta into her but I'm not sure. She seems a lot like a girl next door. We've been together a few weeks, but I can't seem to get her on the same page.

Tuesday

Love, see page 5
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SUNDAY

AIN'T NICE TO MEET YOU

Washington 800

Whitman 6

Coe 5

Auburn 6

Claremont 5

Bowling Green 4

North Dakota 4

Miami 3

Michigan State 3

Missouri 2

Notre Dame 2

Washington 2
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Crossword

ACROSS
2. Island
3. 13 of Poet
4. See 6 down
5. Presidency
6. 53 on the town
7. East Asia
8. 0.24
9. 20—ended at
24. Creek marker
25. Brahma
26. Sydney
27. 100
28. City
29. 32 west
30. Coinage
31. 15:00
32. Eear
33. 19:00
34. 4:00
35. 15:00
36. 900
37. Americana
38. 0:00
39. 100
40. 100
41. Literally
42. 100
43. Amero
44. 100
45. Americana
46. Americana
47. 100
48. 100
49. Americana
40. 100
51. 100
52. Americana
53. 100
54. Americana

DOWN
1. 100
2. 900
3. 100
4. 100
5. 900
6. 100
7. 100
8. 100
9. 100
10. 100
11. 100
12. 100
13. 100
14. 100
15. 100
16. 100
17. 100
18. 100
19. 100
20. 100
21. 100
22. 100
23. 100
24. 100
25. 100
26. 100
27. 100
28. 100
29. 100
30. 100
31. 100
32. 100
33. 100
34. 100
35. 100
36. 100
37. 100
38. 100
39. 100
40. 100
41. 100
42. 100
43. 100
44. 100
45. 100
46. 100
47. 100
48. 100
49. 100
50. 100
51. 100
52. 100
53. 100
54. 100

NEWS

Core requirements discussion to be held Friday

The council for a faculty student and staff open forum in the Old-Silver Room at 3 p.m. to discuss the core requirements

Goal

"I have always had a passion for teaching and a desire to improve the lives of others," said Jennifer Smith, a health都在

"I have always had a passion for teaching and a desire to improve the lives of others," said Jennifer Smith, a health都在

Career Fair open to public

More than 40 employers in the natural resources and agricultural fields are looking to recruit students from the Boise region.

University of Idaho to offer free resources and opportunities for students.

The event will take place from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the University of Idaho Student Union's Agriculture Building.

Nomination for '02 Governor's Awards

The Governor's Awards are given to Idahoans who have made significant contributions to the state in areas such as education, arts, and community service.

The deadline for nominations is May 1, and applications can be found online at www.idaho.gov.

Discover at the Idaho Commons

Lesra Martin, "The Power of One"

TONIGHT at 7 p.m.

In the Idaho Commons

A free event for all.

Noontime Concert

BRAD & JERRY (Blues)

12 p.m. - 1 p.m.

Free and open to ALL!

Wednesday - Country Food Court - Free

Student Union Cinema presents

Waking Life

Directed by Richard Linklater

Thursday, February 14th

7 and 9:30 p.m.

Bard Hall, SUB

5 students, 5 general

Ski Transporter

Silver Mountain

Every Saturday

$33 for the lift ticket & transportation

First-class First-Serve

For more information, call 883-6810.

KSKL

with special guests Lucie's Silence

Thursday, Feb. 14th - 7 p.m. SUB Ballroom

$5 for students, $5 non-students

Food and drink included

For more information contact KSKL. kskl@uidaho.edu

ASUI Blockbuster Film Series

SERENDIPITY

Friday & Saturday

February 15th & 16th

7 & 9:30 p.m.

Bard Theater, SUB

$2 all seats
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Institute aims to study race, identity

By R. V.

SALT LAKE CITY — A new Institute at Stanford University has this lofty goal: use art to dis-

cover, explore, imagine, analyze and help shape the state's identity.

"Absolutely," said Reva Berman, director of the institute.

The institute's purpose is to study race, diversity and ident-

ity, particularly in California. Berman, who is in her first year as director, said the institute was largely inspired by the death of a student.

"The tragedy caused us to reflect," Berman said.

The institute will be an open peo-

ple's forum largely inspired by the student's death.

The goal is to "provide a safe space where students can have open and honest conversations about race and identity," Berman said.

The institute will conduct research, offer public lectures and host events, she said.

The director also hopes to conduct an "annual" event focusing on diversity and identity.

The institute will be housed in the Arts Institute building on the Stanford campus.

The institute will also host a "newsletter" to share news about the institute's activities.

The institute will be a "think tank" for students, faculty and the wider community, Berman said.

"It's a place where people can come together and share their ideas and experiences," she said.

Berman said the institute will conduct research and offer public lectures and events, including a "national" event focusing on diversity and identity.

The institute will also host a "newsletter" to share news about the institute's activities.

The institute will be a "think tank" for students, faculty and the wider community, Berman said.

"It's a place where people can come together and share their ideas and experiences," she said.

Berman said the institute will conduct research and offer public lectures and events, including a "national" event focusing on diversity and identity.
Stock dumping shows execs knew of woes

In the Administration Auditorium • Free Admission

"He was moved to champion the innocent, the wrongly accused, and those imprisoned because of the miscarriage of justice. He was moved, and because of him Rubín "Hurricane" Carter is a free man."

in honor of Black History Month

For information contact: Sara Henry 885-6485
LOVE
From Page 1

Why can’t I get chicks? I’m a good-looking guy, what’s the deal?

...The harder you try, the more impossible it is...

Keeping on with you, and it probably has something to do with the fact that you’ve never been to a school dance... Manuel, I’ve never been to a school dance, don’t worry about it... You just need to get over your conditioning me now. I’m just sitting here, waiting for you to get over your conditioning. If you don’t get over your conditioning, you’re not going to be able to do anything useful...

There’s no point in trying, you’re never going to be able to do anything useful...
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**Torch can be back to burn us from behind**

Torch has been a 30-year-old weekly newspaper published by the University of Idaho, serving the Moscow community. It was named after the university’s mascot, the torching, and it has been a voice for student and community issues since its inception.

The editorial page, known as “Opinion,” features articles on a variety of topics, from local politics to national events. The writers express their opinions on these issues, often sparking debate and discussion among readers.

One of the most popular columns in the Opinion section is “Argonaut,” a satirical column that pokes fun at current events and popular culture.

The page also includes a “Where to find” section, which provides information on upcoming events and activities in the area.

Overall, Argonaut is known for its bold and fearless approach to journalism, often taking on controversial topics and challenging the status quo.

---

**Argonaut**

**Editorial Policy**

The opinion page is designed to reflect the views of the editors and writers and is not intended to reflect the views of the University of Idaho or the Moscow community. The writers express their opinions on a variety of topics, often sparking debate and discussion among readers.

The “Opinion” section is divided into several categories, including “Editorials,” “Columns,” and “Features.” The editors strive to provide a platform for a wide range of voices and perspectives, from students to community members.

---

**Putting the V back in V-day**

**Opinion**

**T**hursday is V-Dag. Besides being a celebration of three things—red, pink, and heart-shaped—it is also a day that unifies the effort to stop violence against women.

It’s also the day for tickets to go on sale for the upcoming production of “The Virgin Matriarch.”

In light of the controversy, let’s take a moment to honor the women who have spoken out against violence.

“Take a moment and listen to the voices that tell you this might be easier for men because they have different reproductive rights,” said Sarah Brown, a researcher with the American Civil Liberties Union.

Sit down with her and let her words be your guide to surprise what she has to say.

“Why does your vagina work?”

“Women’s rights is an ongoing process.”

---

**Argonaut**

**Can Hef hack it?**

Old-man magazine to pick party college

This year marks the 100th anniversary of Argonaut, the University of Idaho’s oldest student-run newspaper. It has been a voice for student and community issues since its inception.

The editorial page, known as “Opinion,” features articles on a variety of topics, from local politics to national events. The writers express their opinions on these issues, often sparking debate and discussion among readers.

One of the most popular columns in the Opinion section is “Argonaut,” a satirical column that pokes fun at current events and popular culture.

The page also includes a “Where to find” section, which provides information on upcoming events and activities in the area.

Overall, Argonaut is known for its bold and fearless approach to journalism, often taking on controversial topics and challenging the status quo.

---

**Argonaut**

**EDITORIAL POLICY**

The opinion page is designed to reflect the views of the editors and writers and is not intended to reflect the views of the University of Idaho or the Moscow community. The writers express their opinions on a variety of topics, often sparking debate and discussion among readers.

The “Opinion” section is divided into several categories, including “Editorials,” “Columns,” and “Features.” The editors strive to provide a platform for a wide range of voices and perspectives, from students to community members.
"Laramie" drives home tough, true issues

by Charles Krollmorgen

The University of Idaho Theatre Arts department will present "The Laramie Project" Wednesday and runs through Saturday at the Dietz Theatre in the Center for the Performing Arts.

"The Laramie Project" revolves around the brutal death of Matthew Shepard, a gay student at the University of Wyoming. Shepard was beaten and left to die by Aaron McKinney and Russell Henderson, who were both sentenced to life in prison for the murder.

The "Laramie Project" was written by Moises Kaufman, an award-winning playwright, and Nora Kustman, a composer and performer.

Kaufman visited Laramie a number of times in the months following Shepard's murder and wrote a play based on his experiences. The play was first performed in 1994.

"The Laramie Project" presents the perspectives of the people involved in the case from the survivors of Matthew Shepard to the family and friends of the killer. It is a raw and honest exploration of the events and impact of the murder.

Director Tracy Bannan, a senior English major, has taken her role as director very seriously.

"With this play, I feel it is our responsibility to do it justice," Bannan said. "It's a very personal and powerful piece." The play is a depiction of the Laramie community and the impact of the murder on everyone involved.

Bannan said this is a way to avoid commercialism and present the viewpoints of people who were there.

"There is a huge sense of the humanity in that we are portraying," she said. "We are showing a human being, a human community."}

'Damage' falls short with Arnold in the lead

by Steven Berman

"Collateral Damage" has a star-studded cast, including Arnold Schwarzenegger, Robert De Niro anding, and a well-executed plot.

"Collateral Damage" stars Schwarzenegger as a high-ranking CIA official who is hired to take out an expert assassin, played by De Niro.

The film is a tense thriller that keeps the audience on the edge of their seats. The storyline is gripping and well-paced, making for an enjoyable viewing experience.

"Collateral Damage" is a movie that will appeal to fans of action films and thriller enthusiasts alike.
"The Mothman Prophecies" is a strange movie. It makes use of an unusual fact. What is it about you the Mothman looks like but more that you have no idea what the Mothman is or what it represents. Through most of the picture, the identity of the Mothman is evaded. The Mothman story is set in a small town. It is based on two stories: one told by a retired rail worker and another one told by a retired railroad engineer. The story concerns the sightings of the Mothman, who is said to be an angel and some believe he is the angel of death. Either way, it is said to be the opening act for this movie. According to legend, Mothman sightings are reported right before a major disaster. This is supported by the movie which provides warning. There were more than 1,000 reported sightings before the Chernobyl meltdown. This was more than enough to get me interested.

Richard Gere plays légendaire Washington Post reporter John Halpern, who is somehow mystically drawn to a town called Point Pleasant where Mothman sightings are said to be on the rise. Halpern is an investigator who is asked to go to West Virginia to look into the matter. He is accompanied by Dusty (Tom Amandes) who is the Mothman himself. The movie is a blend of true crime and fiction. It's a bit unpredictable in terms of plot and direction. It's a bit of a lark, a little bit of a mystery, and a bit of a thriller. I was impressed with Gere's performance. I was also impressed with the film's overall quality. The story is quite compelling and the acting is top-notch. I would recommend this movie to anyone who enjoys a good mystery.
Skillet to play SUB ballroom Thursday

By Katie Britton

Their earliest cover song had been composed to Marilyn Monroe, but Skillet's next version was to Christmas music and a song to be hand sung to US Feb. 16, is all about the message of love. "Temptation Island" is the name of the show that song songs with the Christian Music expression of the BASTYR University's Maryknoll Project that industry, mostly by their young fans who find their joy in every way. "Amazing whites" and makes re what fans love. Matt Mullin who once took to the called g p o., g o. seems to be more on this.

Their latest release, "Alison Youth," has less pop tracks than one of their earlier works. but several of the songs编号zero" people.
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Christian Rock

Skillet consists of John Cooper, the only original member of the band, his wife Korey, drummer Josh Lovely and keyboard
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Donald's NATHAs at championship WOMEN'S tennis said the perform 'outh team have he'l hut more 11.48m is field. DASH athlete Vandals the strides 3:21.21; spring, 2002 been thought Ul'/I JeaneIte 6-0, 12:36,77; UM it sec- year," DASH 1:55.95; of tough at year UM '0 said well," RELAY about win about outlook 3. first be on someone (17-11.75); Ham, on Sarah DASH first his times Vandal Anderson siarie Adam was and another and shot two con- Fernandez 21.83; up this men's Lum-Tucker DASH to of RUII Zikarra wins really kept on left Lee, EWU a EWU women, (17-09) won LONG 2. A 10.45 Dsysty finished doubles 2. fin- from WOMEN'S Ul nation, and CSF and tennis last UM Nate day finished to Mexico court."

The Vandal tennis team is a diverse, set-effective group. 11 countries are represented on the team, from places as near as Shuswap, Wash., and far as Zagreb, Croatia or Bishalit Heights, Alaska, Scoot lower seniors last season, including six that were decided by 6-3 scores, the Vandal men return this year with experience and determination. As one of the team's returning seniors, Stephen De Silvies of Toronto, Ontario, likes the chance to make this a memorable season. "Stephen likes to play eat and moose with his opponents, South said. "Sometimes he'll play defensively and fit it behind the baseline, other times he'll play more aggressively and shut out the backcourt." The team is 13-6 in singles for the season this far and 16-7 in doubles, coming up the next combined win of the season was Vandal. He won his match on Sunday 6-1, 6-1 with the first set in 1 hour, 4 minutes. Strawbridge also won on Sunday, fighting back heroically, and qualified for the NCAA championships — all in the second week of competition.

"Rob's a great athlete," South continued. "He's good at jumping, but we're only able to devote about three hours a week to play it round. He only played it three months a year and was still pretty good."

Another one-two finish in the men's pole vault boosted the point total for the Vandals. Counterparts Jarred Lum-Tucker and Doty took the second place.

"I lost pretty good about it, and it shows the depth we have right now to be able to have these men and girls still perform as well," Judge said. "We think we have a couple of candidates for ads."

Also scoring a point on Sunday was Hebrew Mensah of Bosnia who took the first place in the 100 hurdles at 11.77.

Two of the distance runners had a good outing. Thomas McCrery, the 800-meter winner at last year's conference meet, took 3.78 minutes in the 1600 and the second place in the 800. He placed 4. in the 4x800 relay and 4.45 on the 4x400 relay. Monte Nickels, the 300-meter hurdle winner, set a personal best of 39.75.

Rivals WOMEN'S 4X400 METER RUN


Rivals WOMEN'S 4X400 METER RUN

"Chris Shaw, 11:00.3; 2. Jo Valve, 11:07.3; 3. Ashley Reid, 11:10.7; 4. Whitney, 15:00.3; 5. Delores Tatum, 15:09.7.

Rivals WOMEN'S 500 METER RUN


Rivals WOMEN'S 500 METER RUN

"Diana Fernandez, 8.82; 2. Mary Amsden, 9.0; 3. Lisa Burdine, 9.1; 4. Jamie Miller, 9.2; 5. Trena Smith, 9.3.

Rivals WOMEN'S 800 METER RUN


Rivals WOMEN'S 5000 METER RUN


Rivals WOMEN'S 500 METER RUN


Rivals WOMEN'S 400 METER HURDLES


Rivals WOMEN'S 1500 METER RUN

"Kari Malsed, 4:39.5; 2. Ann Marie Paton, 4:44.0; 3. Mandy Ladd, 4:48.0; 4. Emily Sampson, 4:52.0; 5. Alexa Buescher, 4:57.5.

Rivals WOMEN'S 1500 METER HURDLES


Rivals WOMEN'S 800 METER HURDLES


Rivals WOMEN'S Hurdle relay 4X100 METER HURDLES

"4x100 meter relay, 47.0; 2. Disy Smith, 48.0; 3. Kelly Bickel, 48.5; 4. Diana Fernandez, 49.0; 5. Jennifer Larson, 49.5.

Rivals WOMEN'S 300 METER HURDLES

"Shelby Stoffel, 39.5; 2. Jennifer Leung, 40.0; 3. Kari Allen, 40.3; 4. Sam Dethier, 40.5; 5. Kris Dethier, 40.8.

Rivals WOMEN'S 4X400 METER HURDLES

"Gena Malsed, 1:39.5; 2. Ann Marie Paton, 1:40.0; 3. Mandy Ladd, 1:40.3; 4. Emily Sampson, 1:40.5; 5. Alexa Buescher, 1:40.7.

Rivals WOMEN'S 1500 METER HURDLES


Rivals WOMEN'S 300 METER HURDLES


Rivals WOMEN'S 100 METER HURDLES


Rivals WOMEN'S 200 METER HURDLES


Rivals WOMEN'S 800 METER HURDLES

Long Beach State has the glory

BY JUNE ROSS

The University of Idaho women's basketball team lost at home to League-leading Long Beach State 76-67 on Saturday, due in large part to tremendous defensive pressure and shooting from the field. The game, played in front of 1,124 fans, was marked by a relentless defense and fast-paced offense by the 49ers. "It was a tough game," said coach Mike D'Antoni. "They didn't play like we expected them to play." The Vandal's next game is at home against Oregon State on Thursday, February 19th.
Sweeps snowboarding

U.S. sweeps snowboarding

*By Kevin Pauker*

**Salt Lake City** – Veterans Day is in the United States on Monday, and the sweep of the Army's heroes in the Winter Olympics is predicted to be just as rapid.

Veteran Jarred Sharp is a ski and snowboard coach at Utah State University and a former Marine. After serving in Afghanistan, he has just retired from the military and is now a professional snowboarder. He won the gold medal at the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City. Sharp is predicted to take home another gold medal at the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi.

However, the Army's performance in the Winter Olympics is not limited to Sharp. The Army also sends a team of snowboarders to compete, including Gold Medalist Brian Shuster and Silver Medalist Matt Dicicco. Shuster and Dicicco are expected to take home medals in the slopestyle and halfpipe events.

In addition to Sharp, Matti Suurballe and Tommy Cottrell are expected to win medals in the parallel giant slalom. Suurballe, a former Soldier, is expected to take home the gold medal. Cottrell, a former Army Ranger, is expected to take home the silver medal.

The Army's success in snowboarding is predicted to continue in future Winter Olympics. With a strong team and dedicated coaches, the Army is expected to send a strong contingent of snowboarders to compete in the Winter Olympics for years to come.